
 
 

20th December 2020 

End of Autumn Term - Letter to Families  

 

As we come to the end of the Autumn term, I need to say a huge thank you and an enormous well done to 
everyone within the Astrea Academy Sheffield community – to scholars, families & staff. In the last 14 weeks 
we have made an incredible amount of changes in the way we work, all with the hope of keeping everyone 
within the community as safe as possible whilst also ensuring that teaching and learning can continue 
uninterrupted.  

Blended Learning  

We believe we have finally found an online learning process that works well – and I thank everyone for their 
patience during this time. It hasn’t been easy – but having a shipment of around 180 laptops coming into the 
academy for scholar use, has certainly helped ensure we have no gaps in learning continuity.  

It seems very likely that the blended learning approach (in class and online from home), will continue well into 
2021. We are now in a position to say that 100% of all KS3 book based lessons are now delivered using 
Microsoft Teams, to ensure that self-isolation doesn’t hinder learning.  

As you are aware, during the first week of January 2021, the academy will be closed to all KS3 scholars, please 
refer to our website and the letter I sent on Friday for further details.  

https://astreasheffield.org/home-learning/ks3-home-learning/  

Communication to Parents  

Earlier this week we wrote to you to let you know that as of 4th January 2021 all parental communication will 

be sent via the Astrea App and by email only, and we will no longer be sending out paper copies of letters or 

sending any text messages. Text messages would only be used for urgent communications.  

As well as the clear environmental benefits of moving to a paperless system, the cost savings that we will 

make are also significant. Each text message we send currently costs the academy 6p – we now have close to 

600 scholars in the academy – you can imagine how the costs add up!  

In order to ensure all parents, receive the most up to date information, we have asked everyone to check the 

information we hold about them and return this to the academy – this was sent home with scholars as a paper 

letter on Wednesday. If you haven’t already – please ensure this information form is returned back as soon 

as possible in January. You can also update your information by emailing info@astreasheffield.org  

KS3 – Homework (Knowledge Organisers)  

There is a video on our website in which Miss Brennan fully explains the academy expectations around 

homework each night and shares tips on what families can do to support. Please take a look 

https://astreasheffield.org/pupils/knowledge-organisers/  

  

https://astreasheffield.org/home-learning/ks3-home-learning/
mailto:info@astreasheffield.org
https://astreasheffield.org/pupils/knowledge-organisers/


Rewards  

Our scholars have continued to strive for excellence and this been demonstrated by the number of astras that 
have been achieved this term. Scholars in years 7, 8 & 9 have amassed over 228,000 astras – an enormous 
testament to the hard work both in and out of the academy this term.  

A special mention from me to the following scholars who have very much lived up to our motto of a relentless 
commitment to excellence, every day. Well done!  

Hamza A 8FSE 

 

Zaynab H 7AEA 

 

Aleena N 7AEA 

Saif A 9KBI Ifrah K 8AMA Kayronna N 9MBE 

Nabilah A 9SNA Umaha K 8AMA Retisha R 9SNA 

Lamis A 7AEA Rhema K 7AEA Musaab R 9SNA 

Sonia A 8POS Diana M 7THA Hamnah S 7THA 

Hajar A 8AMA Yasmin M 7THA Hasina S 7THA 

Mekhan A 9MRA Laiba M 8FSE Areysha S 7LPE 

Daniel B 8DPO Jayda-Imarni M 8AMA Roodo S 9SNA 

Anabia G 8AMA Raihanah MK 7LDY Kurtice S 9RDU 

Nadia H 9KBI Amelia M 7MWR Fikir T 9RDU 

Zara H 9SNA     

The conduct of scholars is an incredibly important to ensure every achieves their very best. We continue to 
use the online system of Class Charts to monitor scholar’s astras and behaviour. If you not have yet logged 
into the system, I would you to do so as a matter of urgency. All live astras and behaviour points can be 
accessed at any time using Class Charts. Access this information is a very useful tool for monitoring behaviour, 
home learning and for having meaningful discussions with your child.  If you do not have a login code, please 
contact the academy when we return in January. 

Class Charts - Login Guide for Parents  

1. Open www.classcharts.com/parent/login  

2. Enter your email address 

3. Choose ‘I don’t have an account yet’  

4. Enter your parent access code and name  

5. Choose a password  

6. Click Log-in 

COVID reporting during the Christmas break  

You may have seen on the news or social media that schools are expected to be part of the track and trace 
process for up to 6 days after the end of the Autumn term. The academy track and trace responsibilities legally 
end at 3pm on Thursday 24th December. 

If your child develops symptoms up until 3pm today (Sunday 20th December), firstly arrange to get a test 
straight way – if the result is positive, please alert the academy as soon as possible by using the text service 
or by emailing info@astreasheffield.org. The school-based track and trace processes will begin, and we will 
inform any contacts who need to self-isolate.  

If your child develops symptoms after 3pm on Sunday 20th December and subsequently tests positive, there 
is no need to report to the academy, but you will need to follow Public Health England guidelines.  

If we are informed of a positive case up until 3pm on Thursday 24th December, families of contacts will receive 
the usual text message from the academy explaining that your child needs to self-isolate. We will not be able 
to take any calls or respond to any queries about this as the academy is closed and academy staff are working 
from home.  

http://www.classcharts.com/parent/login
mailto:info@astreasheffield.org


Punctuality to school 

There has been an increase in the number of scholars arriving late to the academy each day and as such they 
are losing valuable learning time. Tardiness is not acceptable.  

A reminder of the start time for each year group (scholars must be in the building by this time):  

Year 7 – 8.10am Year 8 – 8.20am  Year 9 – 8.30am 

Any scholar arriving after these specified times without a valid reason, will receive negative behaviour points.  

Equipment 

All scholars need to be prepared to learn with the following equipment;   

 Planner  

 Reading book  

 Pencil case  

 2 black or blue writing pens  

 Knowledge Organiser  

 1 red pen 

 1 pencil 

 1 highlighter 

 A ruler 

 KO Notebook  

 

Failure to bring this equipment will result in negative points issued by tutors during morning tutor time.  

Assessment Week  

All scholars in KS3 will be assessed in all subjects during January 2021 – this has now been moved to the week 
commencing the 11th January.  

The schedule of the week is as below.  

  
Session 1 

8.45am – 10.15am 

Session 2 

11.00am – 12.30pm  

Session 3 

1.10pm – 2.40pm 

Monday 11th Jan  Revision  
RE  

Assessment  

Art  

Assessment 

Tuesday 12th Jan  Revision 
Performing Arts  

Assessment 

Computing  

Assessment 

Wednesday 13th Jan Revision 
History  

Assessment 

PE  

Assessment 

Thursday 14th Jan Revision 
Geography  

Assessment 

Spanish  

Assessment 

Friday 15th Jan  
Science  

Assessment 

Mathematics  

Assessment 

English  

Assessment 

In preparation for the assessments, all teachers have shared with scholars the knowledge they need to be 
revising to be prepared for and be successful in the assessment. This is also contained within knowledge 
organisers.  

Results for these assessments will be published on the 12th February 2020, once teachers have had chance to 
mark and moderate the assessments.  

We hope you all have a restful and happy Christmas break, and look forward to welcoming scholars back to 
the academy virtually on Monday 4th January 2021, and back into the building on Monday 11th January. 

With the warmest of wishes,  

 

Emma Glover | Interim Principal  


